KEYSTONE STANDARD & COMPAC

Classic Keystone, Natural Appeal

**COMPAC TRI-PLANE**
- 8" x 18" x 12"
- Weight: 80# ea
- Units = sq ft

**STANDARD TRI-PLANE**
- 8" x 18" x 21"
- Weight: 110# ea
- Units = sq ft

**4" UNIVERSAL CAP**
- 4" x 18" x 10 ½"
- Weight: 48# ea
- Cap = ln ft

KEYSTONE UNITS
Keystone Standard & Compac units are made of high-strength, low absorption concrete for long lasting structures. All structural units are interconnected using high strength fiberglass pins for strong shear connection. The connecting pins allow for ease of unit alignment and a secure positive mechanical connection with soil reinforcement materials. Keystone's patented pin system is the critical difference providing the safety and security of a structural retaining wall solution.

From backyard landscaping to large, load-bearing reinforced structures, Keystone Standard and Compac products are ideally suited for any application.

FEATURES
- High Strength Pin Connection System
- Structural Integrity
- Ease of Installation
- Aesthetics
- Design Versatility
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Due to inherent characteristics of concrete, color may vary slightly. No guarantee of color shade is made or implied.

YOUR MASONRY LANDSCAPE SOURCE